CommuniCations between government ministries

COnFiDenTiAL COmmuniCATiOnS in
The TOP eCheLOnS OF GOveRnmenT
The efficiency of a modern state is based mainly on a performance-oriented flow of communication
between governmental organisations, ministries and offices. Political actors and experts apply national
strategies daily to help the top echelons of government form opinions. In terms of content, these efforts
involve political agreements, arguments, analyses and research findings. They all have to be circulated
with maximum secrecy so that, for example, they can be played as trump cards in negotiations at just the
right moment.
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Access is made on-site using a network encryption unit
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High-security zone for ministries in
the e-government system.
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Secure interfaces
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In actual practice, further protected areas are needed
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An encryption solution from Crypto AG guarantees that data within the interministerial communication network is exchanged confidentially
and in a way that protects its integrity and authenticity. With cryptography, rules for cooperation and separation can also be put in place
within networked government. In other words, a
presidential office, the military secret service and
the ministry of the interior can rely on the same
communication platform without direct collaboration. Their data circulates with varying classifications and varying authorisations.
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benefits for the ministries and the type of technical
implementation for the group of ICT experts.
A practical approach involving the formation of a team
of strategic experts has proved effective. These experts
should be authorised to act and be empowered to issue
ICT standards in accordance with national laws and
fundamental conditions. They apply the zone approach
and define the scope and affiliations for all participating ministries. The experts also greatly help people to
understand that effectiveness in performing complex
administrative duties depends heavily on the use of new
ICT solutions and on the security of these solutions. It is
no longer enough today for a government to roll out new
ICT solutions. It must actively shape and guide this
change, the need for maximum security in the core network, and the implementation of networking and give
grounds for these actions. Situations implementable
just a few years ago with a firewall and antivirus software nowadays require an entire comprehensive ICT
protection concept, covering technology, processes and
employees.
Security, the foundation of networked government
Technical solutions can usually be implemented efficiently. Things become complex, though, when an ICT
solution is politically legitimised and even more so
when it is used in a group of all participating ministries.
The chair of the team of experts should have both key
qualifications, namely the ability to assess the technical aspects and a firm place in the political structure.
He and his top-ranking team of strategically-thinking
experts should draw up plans and act as coordinators
between the ministries, define joint goals and ultimately be able to implement a secure core network for the
ministries.
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Information security is the first priority. After all, the
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protection coming from the encryption of information
in the core network engenders trust and acceptance
among users. That in turn opens the way for optimum
and carefree use of networked government. An encryption solution from Crypto AG lays the foundation for
secure electronic data traffic within a government and
ensures autonomy. What is that wise saying? The highest towers are built on a solid foundation.

Source:
1
Seminar paper on statistics and projections: Corporate needs for bandwidth in
the future, Professor Dr. Norbert Pohlmann, University of Applied Sciences
Gelsenkirchen – Department of Computer Science.

